Renewable
Energy
Procurement
Optimization
Green Electricity (EAC)
Carbon Offset
Biogas
Compliance
Biofuels

Since its founding in the heart of Amsterdam in 2005, STX has
become one of the global leaders in helping companies achieve
their environmental commitments.




120+ market experts spanning across 25 nationalities
3 offices in Amsterdam (HQ), Gothenburg, & New York
One-Stop-Shop for environmental solutions

STX Climate Solutions helps you tailoring and optimizing your
individual procurement strategy for renewable energy. And puts
it to practice.





Procurement strategy optimization for renewable energy
Access to global renewable energy markets
Energy Attribute Certificates (EACs), Carbon Offset,
Biogas, Compliance, and Biofuels
Tailored solutions to reduce your carbon footprint

We make sure you remain competitive in a sustainability-driven
world.

CDP’s Accredited Solutions Provider
Environmental targets can best be reached by combining solid
measurements of CO2-emissions combined with proper
disclosure of your climate actions to stakeholders. Therefore, we
established a close partnership with the Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP), the worldwide standard in sustainability rating and
environmental efforts.

Development and execution of your renewable energy strategy
1. Situation Assessment
 What is your global sustainability strategy?
 How do you currently approach the purchase of renewable
electricity, biogas, biofuels and offsets?
2. Procurement strategy
 Embed procurement into sustainability strategy
 Developing steps towards climate neutrality
 Including market and regulatory developments into strategy
building
3. Implementing the first steps
 Developing product solutions for the first steps with STX'
global markets access and insight
 Choosing projects and specifications for renewable energy
products and offsetting

About STX
Climate
Solutions
>360 TWh traded
green electricity in
2020
>4 TWh green gas
supply in 2020
Partner of >20% of
RE100 companies
4000+
Clients globally

4. Transaction
 STX executes the trades
 STX delivers regulation-compliant product for the sharpest
price

Global network &
redemption services

5. Analysis & Ongoing support
 Situation Analysis
 Adjusting and implementing next steps

Ranked best Trading
Company in Europe
and North America

Price

Procurement
Package

Consulting
Package

Full STX
Package

FREE

Ask for a quote

Ask for a quote

Global access to renewable energy
and carbon markets

X

X

Execution of trades

X

X

Basic knowledge for procurement of
renewable energy and carbon offset

X

X

Sparring partner for questions
regarding product structuring and
market development

X

X

Delivering marketing material from
suppliers

X

X

Identify optimal renewable
energy/offset and hedging structure

X

X

Execution of tenders

X

Strategic consulting on
renewables/offset procurement and
communication

X

X

Training on renewable energy and
carbon market

X

X

Organization and structuring of
tenders

X

X

Organization, set-up and execution of
VPPAs

X

X

Organization, set-up and execution of
PPAs

X

X

With our extensive global partner network, STX is able to
assist you in all issues related to sustainability.

Contact

Get in contact with our STX Climate Solutions
experts. We are glad to create a tailor-made solution
based on your economical, marketable and
geographical preferences.

Climatesolutions@stxgroup.com
STXClimateSolutions.com
+31 20 2366 824

